
 

Peter Meinke – Following the Visit 
 
By J. Diego Medrano 
 
     In welcoming Florida’s Poet Laureate Peter Meinke, and the talented illustrator that is his wife, 
Jeanne Clark, to Rollins, we welcomed a vast reservoir of poetic prowess and insight as well as a 
chance to get to know two truly charismatic artists.  
      
     The reception for Meinke and other visiting poet, David Kirby, was held in Rollins College’s 
intimidatingly elegant Galloway Room. Resident English professor Dr. Edward Cohen gave a 
captivating talk concerning the process and trials of locating and interpreting the manuscripts of 
acclaimed writers; following that, we spoke to Peter about everything from the playful art of 
experimenting with and reworking classical forms of poetry, such as in a reverse sonnet, to the joys and 
decadence of hearty Polish food. Mercifully, the latter was a conversation we had after I had eaten, or I 
might’ve been wistful the rest of the evening. 
 
     The following day’s master class inspired in us interns questions we had never before thought to ask 
of our poems and short stories. Peter’s teaching included snippets of wisdom from poet Howard 
Nemerov, personal experiences in the poetic process, and far more. He turned a practiced eye to our 
works, from a poem about the transition from sailor to student to a short story concerning the loss of 
love and the recovery of oneself. What makes this a poem? Where does the story truly begin? How 
does the reading aloud of this line change its tone, and subsequently its meaning? Peter asked and 
helped us answer these questions, and took a rather unusual turn in letting the author of each piece 
speak on his or her own work as it was being workshopped. Between our explanations and Peter’s 
interpretations, whole new poems were unveiled in those already existing.  
 
     Finally, at the reading featuring both Peter Meinke and David Kirby, Peter invited us into the evening 
with the opening poem of his collection Lucky Bones, titled “Old Houses,” and continued into a song of 
honesty and affection for his mother, a poem dubbed “Artist of the Heart.” He also read to us from his 
short story collection, The Expert Witness, selecting “Horses,” which illustrates those tiny towns all over 
the US that fester in their isolation and breed the worst kind of necessity for action. Peter’s choice to 
end his reading with a poem about writers fits well, I would say.  
 
     We are honored to have worked with and learned from Peter Meinke. His honesty, perception, and 
love of all in life that’s worth writing about made his master class and enlightenment. We wish Peter 
and Jeanne the best, be it with ongoing art or otherwise. 


